CHESHIRE
SANDSTONE
CHESHIRE SANDSTONE ARE ONE OF THE UK’S LEADING SUPPLIERS OF INDIAN SANDSTONE & GRANITE PAVING PRODUCTS.

We import natural paving from around the globe and sell directly to the landscaping trade, building industry and the general public.

We hold over 10,000m² of paving at any time and typically deliver nationwide within 48hrs.

Split packs are our speciality so you aren’t left buying too much. We sell a variety of sizes, project packs, cobbles & setts, circle kits, edging stones and bullnose steps. We also stock an extensive range of smooth sawn Indian sandstone.

Call today on 01925 967001

As with all natural stone, the images shown here are always subject to change and are for illustration purposes only.

These images are of Cheshire Sandstone products, which have natural variation and can change slightly throughout the season.

Please take colour changes into consideration when placing your order.
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WHY BUY FROM US?

Cheshire Sandstone Paving Centre based in Warrington, are nationwide suppliers of outdoor sandstone / granite / porcelain paving.

We import directly, ethically sourced products that we sell to the landscaping, commercial and building trade as well as the general public.

Our show garden is based in Warrington, Cheshire where you can come and see and walk on all of our products and ask any questions you may have about our paving.

✓ Lowest prices
✓ Huge stock of over 200,000 paving slabs
✓ Excellent quality
✓ Vast range of natural paving stone
✓ Next day delivery*
✓ Split packs
✓ Great customer service
✓ Easy to use website
✓ Secure paypal payments

PACK SIZES & QUANTITIES

Our standard packs typically consist of 4 mixed sizes, known as a 600 Series patio pack, or project pack.

Cheshire Sandstones typical pack in both riven / handcut & sawn smooth covers approximately 20m² of area and consist of the following sizes:

17pcs x 900x600mm
16pcs x 600x600mm
15pcs x 600x295mm
15pcs x 295x295mm

All measurements are as accurate as possible to the nearest millimetre, but please allow for slight variance.

We also stock a range of single size products in either 900x600mm or 600x600mm. Pack sizes vary, but we can split packs.

Bespoke sizes can also be advance ordered too from India / China depending on the product.

Get in touch with us to find out more information.
SAWN & FLAMED GRANITE PAVING

Cheshire Sandstone imports granite directly from China, where it has been manufactured and produced to a very high standard.

We currently stock two of the most popular colours of granite paving and will be introducing new colours and new sizes throughout the year.

Sawn & flamed means its all smooth cut, with smooth cut edges with a lightly flamed top surface to give it superior grip and texture without compromising the look.

All our granite is 20mm minimum calibrated and is suitable for outdoor or indoor use.

Again we split packs and can produce specific sizes quantities to order, call to discuss.
## SILVER GREY GRANITE PAVING (G603)

Silver grey granite is one of the lighter coloured granites. Its predominantly white with speckles of greys, silvers, basalt colours to give it a unique appearance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIZES AVAILABLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>900x600x20mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600x600x20mm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Matching granite cobbles / setts - **100x100x30mm**

Call today on **01925 967001**
MID-GREY GRANITE PAVING (G654)

Mid-grey granite is a mid range colour between silver grey & dark grey. Its extremely consistent and has shiny silver speckles in it. It looks relatively light when dry and can be sealed to give it a much deeper charcoal look, or when it rains.

SIZES AVAILABLE
- 900x600x20mm
- 600x600x20mm

Matching granite cobbles / setts - 100x100x30mm
SAWN / HONED / SMOOTH SANDSTONE PAVING

Sawn, honed, polished, smooth are some of the words typically used to describe the new version of “Riven / traditional / handcut” paving.

This means that the slabs have been through an extensive machine cutting process to give them a smooth sawn finish on the sides and top surface, giving a more contemporary look and enabling consistent pointing gaps.
RAJ BLEND SAWN SANDSTONE

With the Raj Blend sawn smooth sandstone you get a lovely mix of autumn tones, earth tones, browns, greys, olives all in a perfectly smooth finish.

All calibrated to a consistent thickness enabling ease of laying.
GREY SAWN SANDSTONE

Our grey sawn smooth sandstone paving is one of the most durable and hardwearing stones in the range. This natural Indian sandstone has a great colour consistency and density which gives it a really contemporary look.

All calibrated to a consistent thickness enabling ease of laying.
MINT SAWN SANDSTONE

This light coloured natural sandstone has light tones, ivory, beige, yellows, vanilla, with rich veining and caramel tones when wet.

It’s one of our best sellers as in a sawn finish it still has a traditional “sandstone beige” colour whilst having smooth clean cut edges.

All calibrated to a consistent thickness enabling ease of laying.

AVAILABLE IN
PATIO PACKS
SINGLE SIZES
BULLNOSE STEPS
COBBLES / SETTS
CIRCLE KITS*
AVAILABLE IN
PATIO PACKS
SINGLE SIZES
BULLNOSE STEPS
COBBLES / SETTS
CIRCLE KITS*

BLACK SAWN LIMESTONE

This calibrated black sawn limestone paving is a unique choice.

Its extremely hardwearing and when dry has a smokey charcoal look, that turns completely black when wet or an enhancer sealer is used.

All calibrated to a consistent thickness enabling ease of laying.
RAINBOW SAWN SANDSTONE

Our Rainbow sawn / smooth sandstone is a real beauty.

It has a mixture of colours & tones with a marble effect pattern, with pinks, beiges, yellows, reds, purples and some lovely natural sandstone veining running through it.

Rainbow is a bold and vibrant choice and is suitable for indoor or outdoor use.

All calibrated to a consistent thickness enabling ease of laying.

AVAILABLE IN
PATIO PACKS
SINGLE SIZES
BULLNOSE STEPS
COBBLES / SETTS
CIRCLE KITS*
CAMEL DUST SAWN SANDSTONE

Our Camel Dust sawn sandstone is our top of the range product.

A truly unique blend of buff tones, browns, autumn tones, with natural veining and swirls and rainbow patterns like no other.

This is also one of our most dense and hard wearing stones, available in mixed sizes or single sizes.
RIVEN / HANDCUT / TRADITIONAL SANDSTONE PAVING

Riven or hand-cut paving as it is known, has been available in the UK for some time now and is still a popular choice amongst landscapers.

This hand-cut paving differs from our sawn / honed paving in texture, grip and finish, giving it that typical “traditional” look that compliments most landscapes.
GREY SANDSTONE PAVING

Grey sandstone is one of the most popular paving stones to come from India. Known by a variety of names such as silver or kandla grey, this stone offers a great look against most brick types.

A firm favourite in the UK, this hardwearing durable dense sandstone is ideal for paths & patios.

It comes hand-cut with a traditional riven finish.

Our grey sandstone is really consistent in terms of its grey colours and tones. Occasionally you will get some natural variation in tone, some veining and some minimal bronzing being a natural product.
RAJ BLEND SANDSTONE PAVING

Raj Blend sandstone is the nation’s favourite Indian sandstone.

This hardwearing natural looking sandstone is ideal for paths & patios. It comes hand-cut with a traditional riven finish.

Raj Blend is a mixture of autumn tones, browns / greys, natural stone look.

AVAILABLE IN
PATIO PACKS
COBBLES / SETTS
CIRCLE KITS*
AUTUMN BROWN SANDSTONE PAVING

Autumn brown sandstone is a stunning traditional natural paving stone.

This hardwearing sandstone is ideal for paths & patios. It comes hand-cut with a traditional riven finish and consists of a mixture of browns, greys, earth tones, with some good natural variation.
MINT FOSSIL SANDSTONE PAVING

Mint Fossil is a stunning and unique sandstone that comes in patio packs.

Buff tones, light beiges, with varying ivory colours, some with fossil patterns that have occurred naturally over millions of years make this sandstone a really great looking paving choice, where no two patios look the same.
BLACK LIMESTONE PAVING

Black limestone paving is a great looking paving for contemporary gardens, or when customers are worried about maintenance and staining.

This hardwearing limestone is ideal for paths & patios.

The black limestone paving is tough and durable and compliments most house brick colours, and has an “orange peel” finish on the top surface giving it grip without too much riven texture.

When dry black limestone has a light charcoal smoked colour which over time lightens with UV.

If you prefer it black, it can always be sealed to give it the darker look all year round.
CAMEL DUST / BUFF SANDSTONE PAVING

Camel Dust sandstone is fast becoming the new “Raj Green” sandstone in the UK.

This hardwearing dense sandstone is ideal for paths & patios.

It comes hand-cut with a traditional riven finish is made up of the “BEST” slabs from the Raj variety giving more colour and natural swirls and veining.

This gives it a completely unique look so no two patios are the same.
COBBLES & SETTS

Cheshire Sandstone supply a wide variety of cobbles, setts and edging stones in all shapes and finishes.

Granite Setts - 100x100x30mm
Sawn Smooth Setts - 100x100x30mm (All sawn colours)
Riven Cobbles / Setts - 100x100x50mm (All riven colours)

Driveway / Larger Setts:
200x100x50mm
200x200x50mm
Camel Dust / Raj Blend / Grey / Autumn Brown
Finish: Sawn Edge / Tumbled / Riven Top
BULLNOSE STEPS

Cheshire Sandstone stock a large number of bullnose steps to compliment our sawn / smooth paving range.

Bullnose steps can also be used as patio edgings where there are different levels and around swimming pools, or even coping tops.

Our bullnose steps come in all the colours in our sawn paving range.

SIZES: 900x450x30mm
Cheshire Sandstone are proud stockist of Azpects EASYJoint All Weather Pointing Compound & Sealer Products.

This easy to use brush in system comes in a range of colours and is sold in 12.5kg tubs with coverage from 7-13m² depending on joint sizes / gaps per tub.

Cheshire Sandstone stock this in 5 colours all the time

Mushroom / Stone Grey / Basalt / Buff Sand / Jet Black

We also stock 2 types of sealers suitable for natural paving, one an invisible sealer and one an enhancer sealer.
Quick and easy to install our permeable paving can be laid at approximately 100m² per hour when delivered in 1m² sections on a pallet of 50m².

The plastic paving can be filled with gravel or grass for a decorative finish which is permeable to water.

Supports up to 397 tonnes per m² filled Shed base, car space, roof garden and more!

Strong, lightweight and easy to install.

- Versatile interlocking base for sheds, greenhouses, cabins and driveway installation
- Suitable for any areas needing ground or grass protection
- Infill with gravel, sand, soil or grass
- Soil erosion prevention
- Eco-friendly and lightweight
- Quick and easy to install
- Lightweight, slip resistant, crack proof, frost and UV resistant
GENERAL INFORMATION

SIZES AND JOINT

• Size dimensions quoted in this brochure are nominal and for guidance only. All product sizes, pack sizes, thicknesses can change so contact us for our latest information.
• Actual sizes are subject to manufacturing tolerances and will vary, particularly where riven profiles and fettled edges are a feature of the product.
• For best results a strong semi-dry mortar mix is recommended (with sufficient water content to bind but not so much as to stain the paving when introduced). Pointing is best completed as laying work progresses and should be carried out during dry spells of weather and sufficient pointing mortar should be mixed to be used within 30-45 minutes (less in hot weather conditions). After this time it may become too dry to bond. If spaces between paving are filled with sand, modified sand or decorative stone, moisture may be held in the joints and water may penetrate the sub-base for excessive periods of time, resulting in the possible occurrence of dark staining on the top surface or around the edges of the paving.
• Our policy is one of continuous improvement, innovation and development and as such we reserve the right to change specification without notice.

HEALTH AND SAFETY

• Minor scuffing, chips & cracks can occur due to movement in transit. We recommend always over-ordering by up to 10% to allow for breakages / cracks / chips and cuts.
• It is recommended that items over 25kg or those that are awkward in shape should be handled by more than one person.
• Due to the nature of our products we always recommend you investigate suitable lifting equipment be used.
• Always wear gloves and safety footwear when handling the product.
• Always wear safety goggles and appropriate respiratory protection when cutting is required.
• If using a high speed cutter wear suitable respiratory protection.
• Ensure the products are on level ground and retained in some way before removing any packaging.
• Always handle with care as breakages and chipping may result from mishandling.
• If in doubt do not lay and consult Cheshire Sandstone.

APPLICATION / SUITABILITY

• Cheshire Sandstone products and materials, unless otherwise stated, are for domestic landscaping projects.
• Decorative paving is not recommended for use on driveways.
• All products must be checked on arrival and in the unlikely event of products reaching you in a less than satisfactory condition, please contact Cheshire Sandstone immediately, allowing time for the rejected product to be replaced. Cheshire Sandstone cannot accept responsibility once the product has been laid.
• Regular maintenance is required to keep the overall appearance of the product in pristine condition. We recommend thoroughly washing paved areas with warm soapy water and brushing...
off with a stiff broom three or four times a year.
• Cheshire Sandstone do not recommend the regular use of jet / power washers on the decorative range of paving and walling, as this may affect the surface of the product over time. For advice on cleaning and general maintenance of your patio please contact Cheshire Sandstone.
• When laying a patio or path close to a house or dwelling it is essential that the finished paving surface level is at least 150mm below damp course level and should slope away from the building. A fall of 1:60 is generally sufficient). All paved areas should be gently sloping to allow excess water to be directed away and should always be laid on well drained ground. Any base preparation should also allow for drainage. Poor drainage may result in water retention and may affect the weathering characteristics of the materials.

NATURAL STONE COLOUR AND PATIO MAINTENANCE
• Natural stone is low maintenance and hard wearing paving.
• May contain minor imperfections.
• Natural products will vary in colour due to natural pigmentation.
• Tonal variations are evident in all natural stone products; we therefore recommend that colours are judged from actual materials. It is important to view a range of samples to acknowledge the authentic diversity in colours, texture and markings.
• The colours depicted on this website are as accurate as modern technology allows.
• Always lay natural stone on a full mortar bed.
• We recommend natural limestone and smooth natural sandstone be sealed to assist with maintenance and care of your patio.
• Smooth natural sandstone needs to be handled very carefully when installing to minimise damage and staining. We would advise that the product be sealed prior to laying. However, if this is not possible, it should be covered up as it is installed and sealed as soon as it is laid.
• We always recommend testing a sealant on a small, inconspicuous area first to ensure it does not have any adverse affects on your paved area.
• After laying, some natural stone products may exhibit a brown colouration when oxidation of any iron content occurs.

RECONSTITUTED STONE COLOUR
• Colours may vary subtly, especially in weathered shades.
• Colours will appear different during varying weather conditions such as, sunlight and rain. Please check colour samples on dry daylight conditions.
• Manufactured products are designed to simulate natural stone and naturally occurring aggregates are utilised, therefore variation between batches can occur. Where possible, products should be selected from the same product batch.
• To produce an overall natural appearance when using two or more packs of product we suggest that individual products are drawn from each pack and mixed on site at the onset of the project.
• Decorative products will weather over time.
• The colours depicted on this website are as accurate as modern technology allows.

RETURNS / BREAKAGES / LEGAL / DELIVERY

See our website www.cheshiresandstone.com for more information.
As with all natural stone, the images shown here are always subject to change and are for illustration purposes only.

These images are of Cheshire Sandstone products, which have natural variation and can change slightly throughout the season.

Please take colour changes into consideration when placing your order.